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World- Class Support for Steel
and manufacturing furnace heat shields and selfpropelled transfer cars. It has also reconditioned
high-pressure descale pumps in Glenbrook's hot strip
mill, and has cast mandrel segments for the down
coiler using ferritic heat-resistant stainless steel.
Pacific Steel, New Zealand's only
manufacturer of wire rod, reinforcing bar and coil
products and the country's largest metal recycler, also
calls on A&G Price to cast and Machine components.
So, does New Zealand aluminium smelters,
whose Tiwai Point smelter in Bluff, ranks among the
top 2 aluminium smelters worldwide. A&G Price
manufacturers and supplies all of New Zealand
aluminium smelters' cast steel anode yokes.
The company has also supplied anode yokes
for Dubai aluminium smelter' smelter in the United
Arab Emirates, at 480 it is the largest single-site
aluminium smelter in the developed world.
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comprehensive one-stop-shop suited to even
the most complex projects.
Among customers attracted by A&G Price's
engineering capabilities is New Zealand Steel,
whose Glenbrook mill is unique among major
mills internationally in using iron sand as its
raw material.
A&G Price undertakes a wide range of
maintenance and repair jobs at the mill,
including casting heat-resistant vanadium
recovery ladles from spheroidal graphite iron,
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